This paper considers the problem of determining the best of a finite number of system designs by simulation experimentation when the criterion of interest is maximum or minimum expected performance. This is a special case of the general problem of optimization via simulation. The proposed method is based on multiple comparisons with the best (MCB), due to Hsu, which constructs simultaneous interval estimates for the difference between the expected performance of each system design and the best of the other designs. We propose a refinement of Hsu's procedure through the use of two variance reduction techniques, common random numbers and control variates, that are particularly useful in simulation experiments. We show that the proposed procedure is better than standard MCB in the sense that it is more sensitive to differences in expected performance.
INTRODUCTION
One of the primary uses of stochastic simulation is to compare alternative system designs, often in terms of expected performance since actual performance is subject to random variation. Frequently the goal is to find the system design having maximum or minimum expected performance. When the number of alternative system designs is finite and not too large, there are two standard approaches for solving this optimization problem: ranking and selection and multiple comparisons. Ranking and selection procedures yield a decision (e.g., which system design has maximum expected performance), while multiplecomparison procedures provide estimates (e.g., the difference between the expected performance of each system design and the best of the other system designs). This paper describes an approach based on multiple comparisons.
Multiple-comparison procedures provide confidence intervals for specified differences in expected performance, confidence intervals that are guaranteed to be simultaneously correct with a prespecified probabi[ity. There are a number of multiple-comparison procedures, and the appropriate one depends on the comparisons of interest. Hsu and Nelson (1988) describe multiple comparisons with the best (MCB), which is particularly useful when the goal is to find the system design having maximum or minimum expected performance. This paper presents a refinement of MCB.
Since multiple-comparison procedures provide interval estimates of differences in expected performance, an interval that contains zero when the true difference is not zero indicates there is insufficient evidence in the simulation data, relative to the variance of the estimators, to declare the performance of the two systems to be different. The refinement we present uses variance reduction techniques--common random numbers and control variates--to decrease estimator variance, and thus increase the sensitivity of MCB to small differences in expected performance. The primary contribution of this paper is to extend the use of common random numbers to simultaneous estimation of several differences, a longstanding problem in simulation output analysis.
The next section presents a simple example that illustrates the type of problem for which MCB is useful. Section 3 reviews MCB, and motivates the need for variance reduction. Section 4 introduces the refined MCB procedure; section 5 compares the performance of the new MCB procedure to standard MCB on the example. Section 6 offers some discussion.
EXAMPLE
The example is an (s, S) inventory model taken from Koenig and Law (1985) . This section and the next is based on Hsu and Nelson (1988 ).
An (s, S) inventory system is one in which the level of inventory of some discrete item is reviewed periodically. If the inventory level is found to be below s units, then enough additional inventory is ordered to bring the inventory level up to S units. When the inventory position at a review period is found to be above s units, no additional items are ordered. Different (s, S) combinations correspond to different "system designs." Let {/t; t = 1, 2,...} be the inventory position just after a review at period t. Orders are filled immediately, so It E {s, s + 1,s+2,...,S}. Let {D,;t= 1,2,...} be a stochastic process representing the demand for units of inventory in period t. The inventory position Is changes in the following way: It+l = S if 
The constants n and r, and the random v~iables Y1,-.. ,Y~ and ~.2, are the inputs to MCB. Let d~'_l.~(n_l) be the upper c~ quantile of a random variable that is the maximum of r -1 equally correlated multivariate-t random variables with correlation 1/2 and r(n -1) degrees of freedom, and let +x + = max{0, x} and -x-= min{0, x}. For model (1), Hsu (1984) showed that the closed intervals -~ -~%,~ ~ -d,~.,,,co_,~o/,,,~ ,
for i = 1,2,... ,r are (1 -a)100% simultaneous confidence intervals for 8i -maxtgi St, for all i. A detailed proof is given in Hsu and Nelson (1988) .
To apply MCB to the inventory example, let C~ j be the cost in period t of (5, S) policy i on the jth replication. Then Y,j = C?. We axe interested in simultaneous confidence intervals for
Oi -mint#, Or, i = 1, 2,..., 5. That is, the difference between the expected average cost of each policy and the least expected average cost of the other policies. Figure 1 , which is reproduced from Hsu and Nelson (1988) , shows the confidence intervals from one experiment with n = 30 replications and a = 0.05.
The numerical values are given in Table 2 .
With confidence level 0.95, policies 3, 4 and 5 are not the best since the lower endpoint of their intervals is 0, meaning that the difference between the expected cost of each of these policies and the other policy with the least expected cost is greater than or equal to 0. Although policy 2 appears to be the best, we cannot conclude that it is the best since the intervals for policies 1 and 2 contain 0. The 95% upper confidence bound for 02 -mint#20t indicates that policy 2 may be worse than the true best policy by as much as 1.267. Stated differently, the random variation in ~],... ,f's is too large relative Notice that we have assumed that the Xj, called the control variates, follow identical distributions across system designs; i.e., they are independent of i. Thus, if we use common random numbers (CRN) to generate these inputs then the con-trol variates are identical across systems. For example, in the (s, S) inventory problem different inventory policies result in different system designs, but the demand on each system is independent of the inventory policy simulated. If the total demand during the planning horizon, X = ~t3°=l Dr, is the control variate then CRN results in the same total demand for each inventory policy. The ~ij term in model (2) represents sources of variation that are not explained by the linear relationship or cannot be made identical across systems through the use of CRN; they must be independent for model (2) to be tenable.
In practice this means that different random number streams must be assigned to different systems for those input processes that cannot be made identical using common random numbers (see section 6 for further discussion of this point).
Let ~2 = n-1 --J-(n--1 ) -l ( X -p ) t S x~( X -p ) . The constants n,q and r, and the random variables 01,-.. ,0T, ~2 and ~2, are the inputs to the new MCB procedure given in Theorem 1.
T h e o r e m 1 Assuming model (2) holds,
The proof is given in Yang (1989) . Critical to the proof is the fact that under model (2) the conditional variance of 0i
given the control variates is ~272, so that using common random numbers for the control variates causes ~2 to be common for all i.
E V A L U A T I O N
The event that the MCB confidence intervals contain the true differences 0i -max~#i 0e for all i, and, at the same time, do not contain 0 (except as an endpoint) when 0i # maxe¢i Ot is important since it implies both identifying a difference and the direction of the difference. This could be called correct and useful inference. When model (2) holds and n is not too small, 0i is a better point estimator of 0i than ~ in terms of smaller variance (Lavenberg and Welch 1981) . Yang (1989) shows that when n is not too small the expected length of the MCB intervals using CRN and control variates is shorter than the expected length of the standard MCB intervals. Thus, when both MCB procedures achieve the nominal coverage probability l -a , we expect the new procedure to have a larger probability of correct and useful inference.
In this section we compare the new procedure to the standard MCB procedure, in terms of the probability of correct Yang (1989) .
The coverage probability and the probability of correct and Table 3 gives the results, which show that both procedures appear to have coverage at least 95%, but the new procedure dominates the standard MCB procedure in terms of the probability of correct and useful inference. Notice that in both cases the probability of correct and useful inference is significantly lower than the coverage probability unless n is large, which further emphasizes the value of variance reduction. As n ~ c~ the probability of correct and useful inference converges to the coverage probability. (2), and it could be that Var [~-suming L max,#i ~1 < Var [0, -maxt#i 0t J, since CRN can be used on all input processes in the former case, but--in our formulation--may not be used on all input processes in the latter. However, it is difficult to construct interval estimators based on Y/-maxl#i Yt under CRN--except by using very conservative methods such as the Bonferroni inequality--because the correlation between Y/ and ~ is unknown.
The limitation in our formulation is that the control variates Xj,j = 1, 2,..., n must assume identical values across systems. This assumption may not lye necessary. The assumption implies equal conditional variance of the control-variate estimators for different systems; therefore, the appropriate quantiles (e.g., d,%l.~(~_q_x) ) are easily calculated. In general we only need to know the ratios of the variances of estimators for different systems; equality is not required. More precisely, we only need equal residual variances for different systems under model (2), and estimators with a diagonal correlation matrix, in order to compute appropriate quantiles (Hayter 1989, Edwards and Hsu 1983) . Extensions in this direction are under investigation.
